7 minutes and 24 slides on how digital preservation can be applied
easily and quickly to help ensure research data remains accessible
and usable.

The importance and beneﬁts of making research data openly accessible are
increasingly clear. That’s what this conference is about a;er all!
Beneﬁts can be macro-economic at a Na@onal level and be measured in the £Bn
range
hCp://ands.org.au/__data/assets/pdf_ﬁle/0019/393022/open-research-datareport.pdf
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Beneﬁts can also be at the level of individual researchers, for example good DMPs
in grant applica@ons, higher cita@on rates, kudos and reputa@on, and more
collabora@on with others.
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But it can take a long @me for these beneﬁts to accrue.
This is a graph that I created using data in a paper published about cita@on of
biological data sets.
It can take 5 years for cita@on rates to build up and data gets cited for at least
another 5 years a;er that.
The value and reuse of data is measured in decade long @mescales, and in some
cases considerably longer than that.
hCp://f1000research.com/ar@cles/5-160/v1
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And lots of bad things can happen to data accessibility over that sort of @mescale.
This chart shows how astronomy data cited in publica@ons becomes inaccessible
over @me.
Links break, the websites at the end of links change, the underlying data gets lost
or it can’t be understood anymore. Collec@vely this is known as reference rot.
That’s poten@ally a huge problem as it completely undermines the ability to get
value from research data in the long term – for researchers, for ins@tu@ons and for
funders.
hCps://www.authorea.com/users/3/ar@cles/288/_show_ar@cle
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Digital Preserva@on is the an@dote.
For example, Jisc are now pu\ng this center stage in their plans for the Jisc
Research Data Shared Service.
Arkivum is a supplier as well as already oﬀering a digital preserva@on hosted
service call Perpetua.
hCps://researchdata.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2016/06/14/jisc-research-data-sharedservice-or2016/
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But just a few drops of digital preserva@on can go a long way and there are things
that ins@tu@ons can do right know to help research data to be accessible and
usable for longer.
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Tim Gollins from The Na@onal Archive summarised some of these simple steps in
his papers about ‘parsimonious preserva@on’.
hCp://www.na@onalarchives.gov.uk/documents/informa@on-management/
parsimonious-preserva@on.pdf
hCp://www.na@onalarchives.gov.uk/documents/informa@on-management/
parsimonious-preserva@on-in-prac@ce.pdf
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Tim said there are basically two things that you should do if you are holding data
and want to make it accessible for long periods of @me.
The ﬁrst is to ‘know what you’ have. If you don’t even know what you’ve got then
how are you going to be able to make any decisions on how to manage it properly?
hCp://eprints.no\ngham.ac.uk/1893/1/
ADMIRe_Survey_Results_and_Analysis_2013.pdf
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The second is to get that data onto safe storage. Look a;er the bits. If you don’t
do that then anything else built on the top will be like building a castle on quick
sand.
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The only thing I’d add to Tim’s parsimonious preserva@on list is to worry about
reference rot – those broken and decaying links I men@oned earlier.
This means using persistent iden@ﬁers and links to data in more than one loca@on
– but more a bit later on.
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So here’s three speciﬁc tools or techniques that are free to use out of the box
today to help in those three areas.
First up metadata. Know what you’ve got. From a preserva@on point of view, this
means knowing what format the data is in.
DROID is a tool from the Na@onal Archive that scans your ﬁles and does exactly
this. This is supported by regularly updated proﬁles of ﬁle formats from The
Na@onal Archive website called PRONOM.
hCp://www.na@onalarchives.gov.uk/informa@on-management/manageinforma@on/preserving-digital-records/droid/
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PRONOM then tells you what the data ﬁle is. There’s increasing support for data formats used in
research, for example this one here which is from computa@onal chemistry and was submiCed to
the TNA by the University of York to be included in PRONOM.
hCp://www.na@onalarchives.gov.uk/pronom/fmt/894
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The point is that if you are running a repository and you know something about the
data ﬁles then you can decide what to do.
You could ask a researcher to use a more open format.
You could ask a researcher to describe or supply the so;ware that understands the
ﬁles.
You could ask a researcher to document how to use the ﬁles.
And most importantly you can pass this informa@on on to eventual users of the
data.
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The second step. The answer to safe storage is replica@on.
Make mul@ple copies of the data and store each one in a proper place where it’ll
be safe and accessible. The one thing not to do is put it on a hard drive or usb
s@ck in the desk drawer.
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There’s plenty of places to put data. The key thing is to use more than one of
them.
Discipline repositories, ins@tu@onal repositories, data plajorms such as Figshare or
safe data storage services like Arkivum or DuraCloud.
The key principle is Lots of Copies Keep Stuﬀ Safe.
Hence the copy of my presenta@on on Figshare, which is in addi@on to Edinburgh
and Arkivum having one too.
hCp://www.lockss.org/
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And use checksums so you know the bits are safe.
The bedrock of digital preserva@on is digital ﬁnger prints on each ﬁle, also known
as checksums, for example using MD5, SHA and other algorithms.
hCp://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreserva@on/
hCp://www.dpconline.org/advice/preserva@onhandbook/technical-solu@ons-andtools/ﬁxity-and-checksums
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Exactly is a simple and free tool for doing exactly that.
It grabs your ﬁles, generates checksums, bags them up, and makes it easy to
deposit them places. Ij you’re receiving data then it makes it easy to check that all
the ﬁles are present and correct.
Simply bagging up research data ﬁles before deposit in a way that generates
checksums goes a long way to being able to check and assert ongoing data
integrity – i.e. that the bits are safe.
hCps://www.avpreserve.com/tools/exactly/
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And that brings me to the third and ﬁnal bit of the parsimonious digital
preserva@on of research data – robust links.
DOIs are an obvious place to start. Give everything a DOI.
This allows data to be cited in a consistent way and the underlying URL to the data
to be updated, e.g. ﬁxed if it gets broken, without breaking all the cita@ons.
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But that isn’t quite enough.
In just the same way that Lots of Copies Keeps Stuﬀ Safe has become a cornerstone of bit
preserva@on, I’d suggest that Lots of Links Keeps Stuﬀ Accessible should be a cornerstone of
persistent access.
If you have mul@ple copies of the data then you can include links to all of them in the DOI
metadata, you can put mul@ple links in an Ins@tu@onal Repository record, or you can put more than
one link on a landing page for the data.
Presen@ng mul@ple links can be made really simple – for example using the ‘robust links’ approach
by Hiberlink. A liCle bit of javascript in a landing page can allow a user to chose where to try to get
the data from.
This way if one of the links is broken then the person who wants to access the data can try
following one of the others. The chances of them being able to access the data is vastly increased.
hCp://hiberlink.org/
hCp://robustlinks.mementoweb.org/
hCps://perma.cc/
hCp://@metravel.mementoweb.org/
hCp://web.archive.org/web/20160302134020/hCp://ﬁgshare.com/ar@cles/
Research_Data_Preserva@on_The_rewards_of_doing_things_beCer_/2868922
hCps://perma.cc/ATN8-MXTX
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And the end result of all this.
DOIs and robust links help ensure people can con@nue to ﬁnd the data they need.
Lots of copies in safe storage helps ensure the data is there when they need it.
The checksums and manifest helps them know that all the data is s@ll present and
correct.
And the the technical metadata gives a clue on how to open and read the data.
You of course s@ll need lots of descrip@ve metadata so you can understand the
data, but that’s another story!
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And the result of all that is everyone feels awesome!
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And being Awesome applies to the researchers too. This should help encourage
proper RDM in the ﬁrst place.
Here’s my round up of some of the parsimonious preserva@on ac@vi@es that
directly beneﬁt researchers – which is kind of like the business case for why they
should care.
This then provides a solid founda@on for ongoing preserva@on because those who
look a;er the data in the long-term will have a much beCer idea of what it is that
they’ve received and that they’ve received it correctly into their custody.
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hCps://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.ﬁgshare.3505028
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